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Cholinergic Modulation of Exposure Disrupts
Hippocampal Processes and Augments
Extinction: Proof-of-Concept Study With Social
Anxiety Disorder

Michelle G. Craske, Michael Fanselow, Michael Treanor, and Alexander Bystritksy
ISS
ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND: In rodents, context specificity of Pavlovian extinction is attenuated by manipulations that impair
hippocampal function, including systemic administration of scopolamine, a muscarinic-cholinergic receptor
antagonist. Context renewal translates into return of fear following exposure therapy to feared situations. We
evaluated the effectiveness of scopolamine for attenuating context renewal of phobic fear in humans.
METHODS: A total of 60 participants (35 female, 22 male, 1 transgender, 2 undeclared) with social anxiety disorder
and fear of public speaking were randomized to placebo, 0.5 mg scopolamine, or 0.6 mg scopolamine. They
completed seven exposure sessions in an exposure context and subsequently tested in the exposure context
(extinction retest) versus a different context (context renewal test), which were counterbalanced. Testing 1 month later
occurred in the exposure context (long-term extinction retest). Fear measures included skin conductance and self-
reported distress during speeches. Hippocampus-dependent cognitive tasks were completed as well.
RESULTS: Scopolamine augmented extinction across exposure sessions on skin conductance response and skin
conductance level. Lower skin conductance response at context renewal in scopolamine groups relative to the
placebo group was constrained to simple effects and complicated by unexpected outcomes within placebo and on
self-reported fear. Scopolamine led to lower skin conductance response at long-term extinction retest. Scopolamine
impaired performance on a cognitive task of hippocampal function.
CONCLUSIONS: Noninvasive and well-tolerated scopolamine impaired hippocampal processes and augmented
extinction during exposure. Drug-free effects persisted 1 month later. Findings at context renewal were limited and
suggestive only. Further investigation is warranted with varying scopolamine dosages.
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Anxiety disorders are among the most common and costly
mental health conditions. Exposure therapy, or repeated sys-
tematic exposure to feared stimuli, is the most empirically
supported behavioral treatment for anxiety disorders (1,2). Yet,
anywhere from 20% to 60% of people with anxiety disorders
experience a return of fear when subsequently tested with the
same object that was targeted during exposure therapy (3).
Herein, we use the latest developments from translational
neuroscience to investigate scopolamine as a pharmacological
agent for “decontextualizing” exposure therapy and reducing
return of fear.

Return of fear can be understood from the perspective of
Pavlovian models of fear extinction that highlight inhibitory
learning (4). In these models, the original conditioned stimulus–
unconditioned stimulus (CS-US) association learned during
fear conditioning is not erased during extinction, but rather is
left intact as a new, secondary inhibitory learning about the
CS-US relationship develops (4,5). The inhibitory association is
dependent on the CS and the context in which the CS is
SEE COMMENTARY
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presented. Retention of at least part of the original excitatory
association can be uncovered following extinction training by
changing the surrounding context from extinction to retest (6).
The loss of context-dependent extinction memory results in
“renewal” of previously extinguished fear.

Evidence for context renewal in animal fear conditioning
studies has been replicated in human conditioning studies
(7–11) and in fearful samples following exposure therapy
(12–15). Such return of fear might easily trigger full relapse,
especially if avoidance behavior blocks re-extinction. Conse-
quently, any approach that renders extinction context inde-
pendent would significantly advance both our understanding
of extinction processes and optimization of exposure therapy.

The hippocampus is critical to processing of spatiotemporal
contexts that elicit fear memories, and several studies have
shown that invasive disruption of hippocampal function dis-
rupts contextual fear [e.g., (16–19)]. This has led to an interest
in downregulation of the hippocampus during extinction to
eliminate context specificity, such that the learning that takes
ON PAGE 654
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1 Startle eye blink reflex was our original primary psychophysio-
logical response. However, owing to technical difficulties, our
measurement of startle eye blink was not reliable and thus was
not analyzed.
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place is more likely to generalize to contexts other than
extinction contexts. In rodents, Corcoran and Maren (20) and Ji
and Maran (21) showed that hippocampal lesions or intra-
hippocampal administration of muscimol prevented the
renewal of fear that normally occurs when the context is
changed between extinction and testing.

The invasive nature of the treatments used in animals,
requiring brain surgery or engineered genetic mutation, makes
them poor candidates for clinical translation. Scopolamine
offers a readily translatable pharmacological approach to
impair the hippocampus during extinction. Scopolamine is a
muscarinic cholinergic receptor antagonist shown to have
more pronounced effects on contextual than cued fear in adult
rats, presumably mediated by a cholinergic blockade in the
hippocampus (16,22,23). In our prior evaluation of scopol-
amine (0.01 to 100 mg/kg) in rodents, low systemic doses had
selective effects on contextual learning and closely paralleled
the behavioral effects of intrahippocampal scopolamine
(16,17). Higher doses had a more general impact on learning
and behavior. For example, the effective dose for
hippocampus-independent tone fear conditioning was about
14 times higher than the corresponding dose for
hippocampus-dependent context conditioning, even though
this comparison was made off-drug, and tone and context
learning occurred simultaneously. Hence, scopolamine, a
systemic agent, appears to have specific effects on contextual
and hippocampal processing relative to cue conditioning when
administered at low doses.

We tested scopolamine effects on contextual renewal of
auditory fear conditioning in rodents (24). Rats received tone-
shock pairings in one context and then were extinguished in
a second context. When extinction memory was tested in
either the original training context or a novel context, previ-
ously extinguished fear returned (renewal). However, rats that
received a 0.1-mg/kg dose of scopolamine showed no return
of fear during a drug-free test. The low dose of scopolamine
also slowed the formation of long-term extinction memory.
Higher doses cause a more significant attenuation of extinction
(25,26).

We aimed to evaluate doses of scopolamine that effectively
reduced context renewal when tested in a context different
than the exposure context, without mitigating fear reduction at
extinction retest when tested in the same context in which
exposure took place. We hypothesized that scopolamine
would reduce context renewal relative to placebo and that the
effects would be specific to context renewal relative to
extinction retest.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Participants

Sixty-six participants were randomly assigned to placebo, 0.5
mg scopolamine (SCOP 0.5 mg), or 0.6 mg scopolamine
(SCOP 0.6 mg). Six participants were dropped before the test
of context renewal; analyses are based on 60 participants
(placebo: n = 21; SCOP 0.5 mg: n = 19; SCOP 0.6 mg: n = 20)
(Supplemental Table S1).

Inclusion criteria included diagnosis of social anxiety dis-
order with a clinical severity 0- to 8-point rating of 3 or greater
(mean = 4.22, SD = 0.86) and a score of 6 or greater on a 0 to 8
704 Biological Psychiatry November 1, 2019; 86:703–711 www.sobp.o
scale of self-reported fear of public speaking (mean = 7.05,
SD = 0.74). Exclusion criteria included bipolar disorder, psy-
chosis, substance use disorder, and medical conditions/
medications contraindicated by scopolamine, as determined
by study physicians.

Drug Condition

Scopolamine and placebo solutions were prepared by the
University of California’s Investigational Drug Service, who
maintained the study blind. Drug or placebo was delivered
intranasally (see the Supplement).

Screening and Sample Description

Anxiety Disorder Interview Schedule for DSM-IV/5 (27) was
administered by interviewers trained to reliability to determine
diagnostic eligibility (see the Supplement). The 24-item Lei-
bowitz Social Anxiety Scale: Self-Report (28) was used to
measure fear and avoidance of social situations with strong
reliability and validity.

Extinction/Exposure, Context Renewal, and
Extinction Retest Measures

Skin Conductance Response. Physiological responses
were recorded using J&J Engineering I-330-C2 (Greenfield, IN)
and PHYSIOLAB (PHYSIOLAB Technologies, Milton Keynes,
UK) instruments (see the Supplement). The CS period began
with a brief bell (or gong), indicating to begin speaking, fol-
lowed by a 1-minute speech, and concluded with a second
ringing of the same bell (or gong), indicating to stop speaking.
The skin conductance response (SCR)-to-CS onset was the
difference between maximum SC from 1 to 6 seconds after the
beginning auditory cue minus mean SC for 2 seconds before
the auditory cue. SCR-to-CS onset was our primary physio-
logical measure. SCR-to-CS termination was the difference
between maximum SC from 1 to 6 seconds after the ending
auditory cue minus mean SC for 2 seconds before the ending
auditory cue. Higher SCR-to-CS termination is associated with
greater surprise that the US did not occur (i.e., US-omission
response) and is posited to measure US expectancy (29).
(US-omission parallels omission of humiliation/rejection in
public speaking.) The hippocampus has been shown to track
US expectancy in human studies (30). SCRs (microsiemens)
were square-root transformed.1

Skin Conductance Level. Mean skin conductance level
(SCL) was calculated during a 30-second anticipation period
(SCL anticipation) and first 30 seconds of the intertrial interval
(SCL recovery) for every virtual reality (VR) speech. SCL
(microsiemens) was our secondary physiological measure.

Subjective Units of Distress Scale. The Subjective Units
of Distress Scale (SUDS) ratings were obtained at the begin-
ning and end of each VR speech, using a 0 to 100 scale, where
rg/journal
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Figure 1. Flow chart for seven exposure sessions, each including seven speeches to a virtual reality (VR) audience, context renewal and extinction retest,
and long-term extinction retest. (Session 1 included a baseline speech before drug administration.) ITI, intertrial interval.
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0 = no fear and 100 = extreme fear. SUDS was our subjective
measure.

Hippocampal Target Engagement Measures

The Continuous Paired Associate Learning (CPAL) task is a
hippocampal-dependent measure of cue-context learning (see
the Supplement) that is affected by scopolamine (31). The
Mnemonic Similarity Task (MST) (see the Supplement) reliably
taxes the dentate gyrus/CA3 and measures processes
including pattern separation and pattern completion (32).

Procedure

Following informed consent, eligibility was assessed using the
Anxiety Disorder Interview Schedule for DSM-5 and a medical
evaluation, baseline questionnaires, and CPAL task were
completed. The first of seven VR exposure sessions began 19
days on average (range 5–60 days) after baseline. Participants
completed two VR exposure sessions per week, averaging
4.22 days (range 2.5 to 7.5) between sessions (see Figure 1).
Each session involved seven 1-minute speeches to the same
VR scene, in the same physical room, with the same experi-
menter, and the same auditory and olfactory cues.

Participants returned for context renewal and extinction
retest (counterbalanced) on average 5.5 days (range 1–14
Biological Psyc
days) following their seventh exposure session. Context
renewal and extinction retest each included one VR speech
using the exposure session format separated by approximately
30 minutes. Context renewal differed from exposure sessions
in the following ways: VR audience scene, physical room,
experimenter, olfactory cue (air freshener scent or not), and
auditory cue (bell or gong) to indicate CS onset and CS
termination (see the Supplement). Extinction retest replicated
exposure sessions.

One month following context renewal/extinction retest
participants completed another speech in the exposure VR
context for long-term extinction retest. Given the context
shift created by the temporal mismatch between the 5.5
days (average) that interceded between each exposure
session versus the 1-month test of long-term extinction, we
explored whether scopolamine attenuated long-term extinc-
tion retest.

Data Analytic Plan

Following analyses of variance to evaluate baseline differences
between groups, the major analyses used multilevel modeling
in Stata 14 (StataCorp LLC, College Station, TX) to examine
the impact of scopolamine on SCR-to-CS onset, SCR-to-CS
termination, SCL anticipation, SCL recovery, and initial
hiatry November 1, 2019; 86:703–711 www.sobp.org/journal 705
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Table 1. Baseline Characteristics by Group

Placebo SCOP 0.5 mg SCOP 0.6 mg

Age, Years 23.05 (8.58) 26.53 (10.21) 25.47 (10.56)

Gender Male, n = 4
Female, n = 17

Male, n = 8
Female, n = 10
Did not

answer, n = 1

Male, n = 10
Female, n = 8
Transgendered, n = 1
Did not answer, n = 1

ADIS CSR 4.24 (0.89) 4.17 (0.92) 4.30 (0.86)

CPAL 28.56 (36.37) 45.81 (58.42) 33.12 (37.41)

BMI 23.5 (4.63) 24.48 (4.31) 25.05 (5.02)

Values are mean (SD) unless otherwise indicated.
ADIS CSR, Anxiety Disorder Interview Schedule for DSM-5 clinical

severity rating; BMI, body mass index; CPAL, Continuous Paired
Associate Learning; SCOP, scopolamine.
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SUDS. Multilevel modeling has several advantages over
traditional repeated measure analysis of variance designs
including accounting for missing data and uneven spacing
between assessment points and is more appropriate for
smaller sample sizes (33) (see the Supplement).

We first present results regarding extinction (first speech of
first exposure session and last speech of exposure sessions
2–7), followed by context renewal and extinction retest, and
finally long-term extinction retest. Extinction models contained
all 60 participants, whereas models for context renewal,
extinction retest, and long-term extinction retest excluded in-
dividuals who did not extinguish2 (see the Supplement).

RESULTS

Group Differences at Baseline

There were no significant group differences on Anxiety Disor-
der Interview Schedule for DSM-5 clinical severity rating, Lei-
bowitz Social Anxiety Scale: Self-Report, CPAL task, or body
mass index at baseline (ps . .54) (see Table 1) (34).

Extinction

SCR-to-CS Onset. There was a main effect of group (c2 =
15.86, p , .001), time (c2 = 86.71, p , .001) and time 3 group
interaction (c2 = 26.48, p , .01) (Figure 2A).3 SCR-to-CS onset
decreased over sessions (b = 20.62, 95% CI = 20.80
to 20.43, p , .001). SCR-to-CS onset was lower in SCOP 0.5
mg (b = 20.26, 95% CI = 20.42 to 20.10, p , .01) and SCOP
0.6 mg (b = 20.30, 95% CI = 20.47 to 20.14, p , .01)
compared with placebo, with no difference between SCOP 0.5
mg and SCOP 0.6 mg (b = 20.04, 95% CI = 20.22 to 0.13, p =
.64). Additional analyses are available in the Supplement.

SCR-to-CS Termination. There was a main effect of group
(c2 = 17.08, p , .001), time (c2 = 44.98, p , .001), and time 3

group interaction (c2 = 30.51, p , .01) (Figure 2B). SCR-to-CS
termination decreased over sessions (b = 20.19, 95%
CI =20.40 to 0.01, p = .07). SCR-to-CS termination was lower in
SCOP 0.5 mg (b = 20.47, 95% CI = 20.77 to 20.18, p , .01)
and SCOP 0.6 mg (b = 20.57, 95% CI = 20.87 to 20.28,
p , .001) compared with placebo, with no difference between
SCOP 0.5 mg and SCOP 0.6 mg (b =20.10, 95% CI =20.41 to
0.21, p = .54). Additional analyses are available in the
Supplement.

SCL Anticipation. There was a main effect of group
(c2 = 16.38, p , .001) and time (c2 = 68.03, p , .001), but no
time 3 group interaction (c2 = 17.39, p = .14) (Figure 3A). SCL
anticipation decreased over sessions (b = 26.03, 95%
2 As used in other studies [Schiller et al. (34)], extinction was
defined as a decrease of#0.01 microsiemens for SCR and SCL
and #0 SUDS scores from first speech of first exposure ses-
sion to the last (seventh) speech of the last (seventh) exposure
session.

3 There was no main effect of type of VR equipment (VFX 3D
Interactive Personal Display [Mindflux, Roseville, New South
Wales, Australia] combined with a smartphone or a Vuzix Wrap
1200 [West Henrietta, NY]) on any dependent variable (ps .

.29).

706 Biological Psychiatry November 1, 2019; 86:703–711 www.sobp.o
CI = 27.78 to 24.29, p , .001). SCL anticipation was lower in
SCOP 0.5 mg (b = 23.53, 95% CI = 25.63 to 21.42, p , .01)
and SCOP 0.6 mg (b = 23.90, 95% CI = 26.02 to 21.78, p ,

.001) comparedwith placebo, with no difference between SCOP
0.5 mg and SCOP 0.6 mg (b =20.37, 95% CI = 22.58 to 1.83,
p = .74). Additional analyses are available in the Supplement.

SCL Recovery. SCL recovery showed the same pattern of
results as SCL anticipation (Figure 3B; see the Supplement).

SUDS. There was a main effect of time (c2 = 160, p , .001),
but no main effect of group (c2 = 0.26, p = .88) or time 3 group
interaction (c2 = 7.32, p = .84) (Supplemental Figure S1). SUDS
decreased across sessions (b = 222.55, 95% CI = 226.73
to 218.38, p , .001).

Context Renewal and Extinction Retest

SCR-to-CS Onset. There was a main effect of group
(c2 = 19.24, p , .001) and time (c2 = 100.98, p , .001), but no
time 3 group interaction (c2 = 20.06, p = .22) (Figure 4A).4,5

Given a priori hypotheses, simple effects were analyzed.
There were no group differences at end of extinction (ps. .19).
SCR-to-CS onset trended to be lower at context renewal in
SCOP 0.5 mg (b =20.31, 95% CI =20.67 to 0.06, p = .10) and
SCOP 0.6 mg (b = 20.35, 95% CI = 20.70 to 0.01, p = .06)
compared with placebo, with no difference between SCOP 0.5
mg and SCOP 0.6 mg (b = 20.04, 95% CI = 20.39 to 0.32, p =
.85). There were no group differences at extinction retest (ps .

.18). There were no significant differences between context
renewal and extinction retest within any group (ps . .18).

SCR-to-CS Termination. There was a main effect of group
(c2 = 9.14, p , .01) and time (c2 = 61.97, p , .001), but no
time 3 group interaction (c2 = 14.92, p = .53) (Figure 4B).6,7

Given a priori hypotheses, simple effects were analyzed.
4 There was no main effect of type of VR equipment or main effect
of order of renewal and extinction retest (ps . .70).

5 Six individuals (placebo = 5, SCOP .06 mg = 1) did not extinguish
and were excluded from analyses.

6 Ten individuals (placebo = 8, SCOP 0.5 mg = 2) did not extinguish
and were excluded from analyses.

7 There was no main effect of type of VR equipment or main effect
of order of renewal and extinction retest (ps . .09).
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Figure 2. (A) Skin conductance response-to-conditional stimulus (SCR-
to-CS) onset across extinction. Multilevel modeling time points included first
speech of first exposure session (drug free) and last (seventh) speech of
exposure sessions 2 through 7. Compared with placebo, both scopolamine
0.5 mg (SCOP 0.5 mg) and 0.6 mg (SCOP 0.6 mg) demonstrated signifi-
cantly lower SCR-to-CS onset on average across extinction (ps , .01).
There were no differences between SCOP 0.5 mg and SCOP 0.6 mg. (B)
SCR-to-CS termination across extinction. Multilevel modeling time points
included first speech of first exposure session (drug free) and last (seventh)
speech of exposure sessions 2 through 7. Compared with placebo, both
SCOP 0.5 mg and SCOP 0.6 mg demonstrated significantly lower SCR-to-
CS termination on average across extinction (ps , .01). There were no
differences between SCOP 0.5 mg and SCOP 0.6 mg.

8 Three individuals (placebo = 2, SCOP 0.5 mg = 1) did not extin-
guish and were excluded from analyses.

9 There was no main effect of type of VR equipment or main effect
of order of renewal and extinction retest (ps . .41).

10 Four individuals (placebo = 3, SCOP 0.5 mg = 1) did not extin-
guish and were excluded from analyses.

11 There was no main effect of type of VR equipment or main effect
of order of renewal and extinction retest (ps . .13)

12 There was no main effect of type of VR equipment or main effect
of order of renewal and extinction retest (ps . .56).

13 Nine individuals (placebo = 4, SCOP 0.5 mg = 3, SCOP 0.6 mg =
2) did not extinguish and were excluded from analyses.

14 These analyses excluded the same participants who did not
exhibit extinction and were excluded from analyses of context
renewal and extinction retest.
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SCR-to-CS termination was lower at end of extinction in SCOP
0.5 mg (b = 20.66, 95% CI = 21.22 to 20.10, p , .05) and
SCOP 0.6 mg (b = 20.81, 95% CI = 21.37 to 20.25, p , .001)
compared with placebo, with no difference between SCOP 0.5
mg and SCOP 0.6 mg (b = 20.15, 95% CI = 20.68 to 0.37, p =
.57). SCR-to-CS termination was lower at context renewal in
SCOP 0.6 mg (b = 20.57, 95% CI = 21.08 to 20.06, p , .05)
compared with placebo, with no difference between SCOP 0.5
mg and placebo (b = 2.22, 95% CI = 20.75 to 0.31, p = .42) or
between SCOP 0.5 mg and SCOP 0.6 mg (b = 20.35, 95%
CI =20.87 to 0.17, p = .18). There were no group differences at
extinction retest (ps. .80). SCOP 0.6 mg demonstrated higher
scores at extinction retest than at context renewal (b = 0.41,
95% CI = 0.04 to 0.80, p , .05), whereas there were no dif-
ferences within either SCOP 0.5 mg or placebo (ps . .55).

SCL Anticipation. There was a main effect of group (c2 =
78.89, p , .05), time (c2 = 94.71, p , .001), and time 3 group
Biological Psyc
interaction (c2 = 32.36, p , .01) (Supplemental Figure S2A).8,9

SCL anticipation trended to be lower at end of extinction in
SCOP 0.6 mg compared with placebo (b = 23.51, 95%
CI = 27.3 to 0.27, p = .07), with no difference between SCOP
0.5 mg and placebo or between SCOP 0.5 mg and SCOP 0.6
mg (ps . .15). There were no significant group differences at
context renewal or extinction retest (ps . .29). Placebo
demonstrated lower scores at extinction retest than context
renewal (b =22.61, 95% CI =25.35 to 0.13, p = .06), but there
were no differences within either SCOP 0.5 mg or SCOP 0.6
mg (ps . .19).

SCL Recovery. There was a main effect of time (c2 = 78.53,
p , .001) and time 3 group interaction (c2 = 34.13, p , .01),
but no differences between groups at any time point or be-
tween time points within any group (see the Supplement and
Supplemental Figure S2B).10,11

SUDS. There was a main effect of time (c2 = 176.85,
p , .001) but no main effect of group (c2 = 2.03, p = .36) or
time 3 group interaction (c2 = 9.61, p = .81) (Supplemental
Figure S3).12,13

Long-Term Extinction Retest

See Supplemental Table S2 for means and SDs. See the
Supplement for statistical results for SCR-to-CS onset, SCL
anticipation, SCL recovery, and SUDs.14

SCR-to-CS Termination. There was a main effect of group
(c2 = 13.58, p, .01) and time (c2 = 58.80, p, .001) but no time3
group interaction (c2 = 12.87, p = .54). SCR-to-CS termination
increased from end of extinction to long-term extinction retest (p
, .001). Given a priori hypotheses, simple effects examined
group differences at long-term extinction retest: compared with
placebo, SCOP0.5mg (b=20.58, 95%CI=21.15 to20.01,p,
.05) and SCOP 0.6mg (b =20.91, 95%CI =21.47 to20.34, p,

.01) showed lower SCR-to-CS termination, with no difference
between SCOP 0.5 mg and SCOP 0.6 mg (b = 20.32, 95%
CI = 20.82 to 0.28, p = .34) (Figure 5).

Testing Direct Physiological Effects of Scopolamine

There was no main effect of group or time 3 group interaction
on any physiological index across speeches 2 through 8 within
hiatry November 1, 2019; 86:703–711 www.sobp.org/journal 707
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Figure 3. (A) Skin conductance level (SCL) anticipation across extinction.
Multilevel modeling time points included first speech of first exposure ses-
sion (drug free) and last (seventh) speech of exposure sessions 2 through 7.
Compared with placebo, both scopolamine 0.5 mg (SCOP 0.5 mg) and 0.6
mg (SCOP 0.6 mg) demonstrated significantly lower SCL anticipation on
average across extinction (ps , .01). There were no differences between
SCOP 0.5 mg and SCOP 0.6 mg. (B) SCL recovery across extinction.
Multilevel modeling time points included first speech of first exposure ses-
sion (drug free) and last (seventh) speech of exposure sessions 2 through 7.
Compared with placebo, both SCOP 0.5 mg and SCOP 0.6 mg demon-
strated significantly lower SCL recovery on average across extinction (ps ,

.05). There were no differences between SCOP 0.5 mg and SCOP 0.6 mg.
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Figure 4. (A) Skin conductance response-to-conditional stimulus (SCR-
to-CS) onset across end of extinction (Ext), renewal, and retest. Multilevel
modeling time points included first speech of first exposure session (drug
free) (not depicted), last (seventh) speech of exposure sessions 2 through 7,
context (Ctx) renewal, and extinction retest (counterbalanced) in participants
who extinguished. 1p = .10, 11p = .06. There were no group differences at
end of extinction (session 7). At context renewal, scopolamine 0.5 mg
(SCOP 0.5 mg) (p = .10) and 0.6 mg (SCOP 0.6 mg) (p = .06) showed trends
for lower SCR-to-CS onset than placebo did, and there were no differences
between SCOP 0.5 mg and SCOP 0.6 mg. There were no group differences
at extinction retest. There were no significant differences between context
renewal and extinction retest within any group. (B) SCR-to-CS termination
across end of extinction, renewal, and retest. Multilevel modeling time points
included first speech of first exposure session (drug free) (not depicted), last
(seventh) speech of exposure sessions 2 through 7, context renewal, and
extinction retest (counterbalanced) in participants who extinguished. *p ,

.05, **p , .01. Compared with placebo, SCOP 0.5 mg (p , .05) and SCOP
0.6 mg (p , .01) demonstrated significantly lower SCR-to-CS termination at
end of extinction (session 7). At context renewal, SCOP 0.6 mg, compared
with placebo, demonstrated significantly lower SCR-to-CS termination (p ,

.05) with no differences between SCOP 0.5 mg and SCOP 0.6 mg. There
were no group differences at extinction retest. SCOP 0.6 mg demonstrated
higher scores at extinction retest than context renewal (p , .05), whereas
there were no differences within either SCOP 0.5 mg or placebo.
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the first exposure session (ps . .23), before extinction learning
accrued.

Hippocampal-Dependent Tasks

MST scores were analyzed in terms of errors (“similar” as
“old,” “new” as “old,” and “new” as “similar”) and accuracy in
discrimination (“similar as similar”) (Table 2). SCOP 0.5 mg and
SCOP 0.6 mg were each associated with two errors (one
overlapping and one different) relative to placebo, and placebo
showed more accuracy than either scopolamine dose (statis-
tical results in the Supplement).

The groups did not differ in number of errors on the CPAL
task at session 2 or session 6, nor on the average across
sessions 2 and 6 (ps . .14).

DISCUSSION

In our double-blind, randomized, controlled trial of nasal
administration of scopolamine during public speaking expo-
sure, our most robust finding was unexpected augmentation of
708 Biological Psychiatry November 1, 2019; 86:703–711 www.sobp.o
extinction relative to placebo across exposure sessions. Sim-
ple effects showing less fear at context renewal (drug free) in
SCOP 0.5 mg/SCOP 0.6 mg compared with placebo, in the
absence of group differences at extinction retest (same
context as exposure), are suggestive only and are complicated
by other unexpected effects. There was some evidence for
scopolamine to attenuate drug-free long-term extinction 1
month later in the exposure context. Finally, more errors
occurred on a hippocampally dependent task for scopolamine
groups versus placebo. The findings offer proof-of-concept for
rg/journal
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Figure 5. Skin conductance response-to-conditional stimulus (SCR-to-
CS) termination across end of extinction (session 7) and long-term extinction
retest (1 month follow-up [FU]). Multilevel modeling time points included first
speech of first exposure session (drug free), last (seventh) speech of
exposure sessions 2 through 7, and long-term extinction retest. *p, .05, **p
, .01. SCR-to-CS termination increased from end of extinction to long-term
extinction retest (p , .001). Scopolamine 0.6 mg (SCOP 0.6 mg) and 0.5 mg
(SCOP 0.5 mg), compared with placebo, demonstrated significantly lower
SCR-to-CS termination at long-term extinction retest. There were no dif-
ferences between SCOP 0.5 mg and SCOP 0.6 mg.
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this noninvasive and translatable pharmacological approach
for augmenting exposure therapy.

In a sample with clinically severe social anxiety disorder who
feared public speaking, seven sessions of exposure to VR
audience scenes substantially reduced subjective fear. This
finding contributes to the growing body of literature supporting
VR exposure (35). We selected VR because of its experimental
control over context. All exposure sessions were in an identical
VR-audience scene, the primary feared stimulus, combined
with identical physical room locations, experimenters, olfactory
cues, and auditory cues. Context renewal was tested in a
different VR-audience scene in a different physical room
location, with different experimenters, olfactory cues, and
auditory cues. Our primary outcome was SCR to public
speaking onset, as a proxy of conditional fear responding to
Table 2. Mean Rates on the MST and CPAL by Group

Tasks Placebo SCOP 0.5 mg SCOP 0.6 mg

MST Index

Similar/Old (error) 0.38 (0.15) 0.48 (0.12) 0.40 (0.11)

New/Old (error) 0.03 (0.03) 0.09 (0.10) 0.08 (0.06)

New/Similar (error) 0.09 (0.06) 0.11 (0.09) 0.17 (0.12)

Similar/Similar (accuracy) 0.41 (0.16) 0.26 (0.14) 0.29 (0.19)

CPAL 2 27.65 (32.87) 45.67 (44.48) 56.50 (58.06)

CPAL 6 22.95 (32.32) 43.33 (41.30) 40.50 (55.95)

Values are mean (SD). MST means are proportion of responding in a
given manner when presented with a stimulus type. CPAL performance
is calculated as mean number of errors.

CPAL 2, Continuous Paired Associate Learning task during session
2; CPAL 6, Continuous Paired Associate Learning task during session
6; MST, Mnemonic Similarity Task; New/Old, classifying a new item as
old on the MST; New/Similar, classifying a new item as similar on the
MST; SCOP, scopolamine; Similar/Old, classifying a similar item as
old on the MST; Similar/Similar, classifying a similar item as similar
on the MST.

Biological Psyc
conditional stimuli. We also measured SCR to the end of public
speaking, as a proxy for reactivity to US absence, which is
thought to index US expectancy (29). Additional measures
included SCL in anticipation and recovery from public
speaking and subjective distress. Scopolamine was well
tolerated with no adverse incidents.

Given animal evidence that higher scopolamine doses
attenuate extinction (24-26), we selected the lowest doses of
scopolamine shown to influence hippocampal functioning in
human studies (31). In contrast to our concerns, we observed
beneficial effects from SCOP 0.5 mg and SCOP 0.6 mg on
SCR to public speaking onset and termination. SCL in antici-
pation and recovery from public speaking was also lower
overall across the seven exposure sessions in scopolamine
groups relative to placebo. That the effects did not extend to
self-reported fear is consistent with other translational
research, such as pharmacological and behavioral disruptions
of reconsolidation, which similarly has reported psychophysi-
ological influences without impacting self-report (36,37). It is
conceivable that effects of scopolamine on self-reported fear
were mitigated by increased distress associated with side ef-
fects of scopolamine (see the Supplement).

Notably, beneficial effects of scopolamine on exposure/
extinction cannot be solely attributed to direct physiological
dampening effects of the drug, because no group differences
were observed on any skin conductance index for any of the
seven exposure trials in the first exposure session, when direct
physiological effects should be apparent but extinction
learning was still nascent. Attribution to the cognitive impact of
scopolamine on associative learning is bolstered by our
observation that scopolamine was associated with more er-
rors, and placebo was associated with more accuracy, on the
hippocampally dependent MST task. Although MST dosage
effects were mixed (both SCOP 0.5 mg and SCOP 0.6 mg were
associated with the same error, and each was associated with
one different error), the effects consistently indicated more
errors with scopolamine. Group differences were not replicated
in the CPAL task for reasons that are not clear. Nevertheless,
the results could suggest that scopolamine augmented
extinction learning via effects associated with the hippocam-
pus. One possible mechanism is that by interfering with pro-
cessing of contextual cues (i.e., room and audience), the
conditional stimulus (i.e., public speaking) became more
salient, and that in turn facilitated prediction error learning (38).
Another possibility is that temporal mismatch between massed
exposure trials within each session and the passage of 3 to 4
days between exposure sessions created a context shift (39).
Consequently, each session may have represented a new
context, and by interfering with contextual processing,
scopolamine attenuated session-dependent context renewal.
Either way, the results argue for reverse-translation studies for
basic animal research to examine the mechanism underlying
enhanced extinction effects and the effect of scopolamine on
retrieval/reconsolidation rather than extinction processes.

Only very limited support was found for our primary hy-
potheses regarding context renewal. SCOP 0.6 mg/SCOP .05
mg showed trends for dampened fear at drug-free context
renewal relative to placebo in terms of SCR onset; in contrast,
scopolamine did not influence counterbalanced extinction
retest. Furthermore, SCOP 0.6 mg significantly dampened fear
hiatry November 1, 2019; 86:703–711 www.sobp.org/journal 709
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at context renewal relative to placebo in terms of SCR termi-
nation, again with no group differences at extinction retest.
Although lower SCR termination at end of extinction within the
scopolamine groups confounds group differences observed at
test of context renewal, the end-of-extinction findings do not
fully explain why group differences were observed only at
context renewal and not at counterbalanced extinction retest.
Moreover, SCOP 0.6 mg resulted in lower SCR termination at
context renewal compared with at extinction retest.

But these findings are suggestive only, given reliance on
simple effects in the absence of significant interactions.
Interpretation is further complicated by lack of clear demon-
stration of context renewal, defined by higher fear at context
renewal versus extinction retest, within placebo. Neither SCR
onset nor SCR termination differed between context renewal
and extinction retest within placebo: only SCL demonstrated
context renewal within placebo. That neither scopolamine
group showed differences between context renewal and
extinction retest on anticipatory SCL could suggest that
scopolamine attenuated context renewal, but the lack of dif-
ferences between scopolamine and placebo groups at test of
context renewal tempers this conclusion. Conceivably, our VR-
audience scene, physical room, experimenter, olfactory cue
(air freshener scent or not), and auditory cue (bell or gong) was
insufficient to create distinctly different contexts. Alternatively,
the VR equipment may have been such a prominent contextual
feature in and of itself that it overrode other contextual feature
differences. Lack of differences between context renewal and
extinction retest could also reflect sensitization or sponta-
neous recovery, although context renewal effects have been
clearly present in our prior studies with phobic samples that
did not rely on VR (12–15). Thus, further investigation of
scopolamine is warranted with conditions that more robustly
induce context renewal. Another complication was unexpected
higher self-reported fear in SCOP 0.6 mg at context renewal
relative to extinction retest.

In terms of long-term extinction, SCOP 0.5 mg and SCOP
0.6 mg led to lower SCR to public speaking termination in the
exposure context 1 month later, drug free. To the extent that 1
month represents another context shift (39), and given that
SCR termination increased overall from end of extinction
(session 7) to long-term extinction retest, the latter effects
could be interpreted as dampening of context renewal. At the
very least, the findings point to long-lasting benefits of
scopolamine when tested 1 month later, drug free.

Limitations to our study include the lack of power to eval-
uate whether performance on the hippocampally dependent
tasks mediated context renewal effects. The restriction to
SCOP 0.5 mg and SCOP 0.6 mg limited our assessment of
dosage effects, and further investigation is needed with higher
dosages. Measures of startle eye blink may have proved more
sensitive than those of skin conductance to context renewal.
Generalizability of our findings to other anxiety disorders is
unknown. Finally, the limited sample size after excluding par-
ticipants who failed to extinguish undermined our power to
detect effects.

In sum, this proof-of-concept study demonstrated that
systemic administration of a noninvasive and well-tolerated
muscarinic cholinergic receptor antagonist, scopolamine,
augmented extinction during exposure therapy for clinically
710 Biological Psychiatry November 1, 2019; 86:703–711 www.sobp.o
severe socially anxious individuals. The findings regarding
context renewal following exposure therapy were limited to
simple effects, complicated by other unexpected outcomes,
and are suggestive only. Finally, scopolamine appeared to
augment long-term extinction, with effects persisting for 1
month when tested drug free. The results highlight the
importance of further investigation of this pharmacological
approach to augmenting exposure therapy and reducing
context fear renewal.
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